
Clowns to the Left of Me…
Part 1: You Should See Me In A Clown
Name these famous clowns. (Unless otherwise stated, if the person is wearing clown makeup, name the
person wearing the makeup, not the character.)

1.
(_____ the Clown is fine)

2.
(_____ the Clown is fine)

3. 4.

5. 6.



7. 8.

9. 10.

11. 12.

13.
(clown persona is fine)

14.
(clown persona is fine)



15. 16.

Part 2: Turn That Clown Upside-Down
Name the sources for these fictional clowns. For a bonus point, name the clown.

17. 18.

19. 20.

21. 22.



23. 24.

25. 26.

27. 28.

29. 30.



31. 32.

Part 3: I Still Haven’t Clowned What I’m Looking For
Answer these questions about clowns.
33. What’s the proper word for fear of clowns (that the author of this bonus has)?
34. What psychologist conducted the famous Bobo doll experiment, which involved observing

children’s behavior after those children watched adults beat up a Bobo doll?
35. On Howdy Doody, Clarabell the Clown only ever said two words, those being on the final

episode of the show. What were they?
36. In order to “copyright” their makeup, clowns paint their personal designs onto what sorts of

objects?
37. According to the lyrics of “Miracles,” why do the members of Insane Clown Posse not want

to talk to a scientist?
38. When asked about underage drinking in a 2012 interview, what Washington Nationals player

responded with, “That’s a clown question, bro?”
39. When asked about the DREAM Act in a 2012 interview, what U.S. Senator responded with,

“That’s a clown question, bro?”
40. What comic actor was the first to use whiteface makeup while playing Clown in the

Harlequinade and became so popular that his name became a nickname for the role?
41. A 2010 art installation in [answer to previous question]’s honor plays a signature tune of his,

“Hot Codlins,” if people dance in a particular place. Where?
42. What Billboard Hot 100 #1 includes the lyric, “Just like Pagliacci did, I try to keep my surface

hid?”
43. What pre-Hot 100 Billboard chart topper includes the lyric, “Give him a lonely heart like

Pagliacci and lots of wavy hair like Liberace?”
44. Who composed and wrote the libretto for the opera Pagliacci?
45. Speaking of Pagliacci, what does the title literally mean in Italian?
46. What Broadway musical is the song “Send In the Clowns” from?
47. And who wrote the music and lyrics to that musical?
48. And where did he go to college?


